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Accounting and World Economy
By Dr. Helene M. A. Ramanauskas, M.A., M.B.C., C.P.A.
Associate Professor of Accounting
DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois

It has become almost a cliche to say that
the world is divided into opposing camps.
Yet as in the case of most cliches, there is a
high degree of truth in this statement. Yes,
today the world is divided into opposing
camps, not only in terms of political philosophy
which results in different forms of govern
ment, but also in the alternative economic
systems applied. The vital overall objective
of every society, however, must be to assure
economic growth and higher standards of
living, regardless of the economic system
adopted.
In their attempt to achieve this goal, na
tions can no longer isolate themselves, but
must draw on the resources of others, resulting
in international trade and flow of capital be
tween the nations. The market where inter
national demand and supply meets is an ex
tremely competitive one, where price is the
all-powerful factor enforcing the most effec
tive utilization of the international resources.
In economies, based upon a free enterprise
system without a central agency to govern
or to direct economic activities of the individ
uals, decisions as to what to produce, when
to produce and what methods and resources
to use, are completely at the discretion of each
entrepreneur. Such decisions and the resulting
success or failure affect, not only the indi
vidual concerned but the societies as a whole.
Every erroneous decision results not only in
financial loss for the individual but also in
waste of national resources thereby jeopard
izing the overall objective of continuing
growth.
It is obvious that entrepreneurs faced con
tinuously with such vital decisions need a
dependable device capable of assisting them
in gathering facts and testimony necessary
for reaching conclusions and transforming these
conclusions into well informed decisions. They
need a device which furnishes quantitative
data that can be used as a basis for making
the necessary choices among the available
alternatives and which can be used for check
ing and evaluating progress and results. Such
dependable device is also necessary for ap
praising the overall performance of free en
terprise systems.
The forceful instrument available for organ
izing, expressing and evaluating business and
economic facts is accounting. Accounting is
not only the universal language for thinking

Dr. Ramanauskas discusses Accounting and
World Economy at one of the simultaneous
technical sessions at the Eighth International
Congress of Accountants, held last September
in New York.

and communicating about business and eco
nomic affairs, it is also the quantitative mean
for disclosure of information essential to the
successful conduct of national and international
market economies and for appraising the
overall performance of free enterprise so
cieties. As the best available device for under
standing today’s complex business transactions
and their interrelationships, accounting has
become accepted as the most nearly ideal
tool for measuring the performance of indi
vidual economic units or enterprises.
In a dynamic free enterprise system, every
business enterprise in its struggle to maintain
its existence in highly competitive and rapidly
changing national and international markets,
has to make intensive use of the special in
formation service provided by enterprise
accounting. Over the centuries, enterprise
accounting has developed from the simple
financial information aid for owner-operators
of business enterprises into a complex instru
ment, capable of furnishing not only periodic
financial information but also providing im
portant aid to the internal control and man
agement of mammoth corporations engaged
in mass production at high levels of output,
competing in national and international mar
kets. This development necessitated a modify
ing and refining of the accounting tools, origi
nally constructed for periodic financial report
ing only, into multipurpose tools capable of
dealing with profit reporting as well as with
cost and output control in an efficient and
stimulating way. This process of broadened

accounting thinking and application is still
in flow because steady social and economic
changes of todays dynamic economies require
continued reorientation in existing modes of
accounting thinking.
Why do business enterprises of today need
such a multipurpose tool and can no longer
manage with a tool capable of periodic income
reporting only?
The all powerful factor controlling the en
terprises’s activities in our modern societies is
the price, the price which can be realized for
the finished products and the price which
must be paid for all the factors necessary
for their production. The margin between
must be such that the existence of the enter
prise is justified. In other words, it must be
sufficient to enable the producer not only to
maintain the enterprise’s substance, but also
to accumulate sufficient funds for its organic
growth and to provide a satisfactory return
for the investors. Price is the factor which in
fluences each firm’s activities and its decisions
with regard to production and distribution.
The businessman attempting to distribute his
products in highly competitive markets, must
keep his prices low enough to compete suc
cessfully and not price himself out of the
existence. Only then will he have an opportu
nity to yield a profit if he is able to keep his
costs sufficiently below their related revenues.
In the international market and in foreign
competition in the domestic market, an Amer
ican entrepreneur is additionally handicapped.
He must compete with American companies
operating under similar cost structures, and
also with foreign companies having the ad
vantage of a significantly lower wage level.
Since a decrease in American wages rates is
neither possible nor desirable, successful com
petition depends upon management’s ability to
obtain the highest degree of efficiency in labor
and other cost factors. This increased efficiency
is particularly important if we are to operate
successfully under a common market system.
It is therefore obvious that with industries
operating at high levels of output and dis
tributing in highly competitive markets, cost
planning, their control and reduction are the
most problematic and vital tasks of modern
enterprise management since upon their suc
cess or failure depends the future of the
enterprise and the prosperity of the economy
as a whole.
Because of the aforementioned circum
stances, it is no surprise that the process of
modifying and refining traditional tools and
procedures advanced particularly in the field
of cost accounting. Successful attempts were
made to overcome the weaknesses in the
conventional static reporting methods by in
corporating means for measuring performance

and by developing attachments in the form of
supplementary reports, special analyses and
break-even charts. New concepts for income
determination and matching costs and revenues
were introduced. A complete new method for
accounting and controlling costs was devel
oped, which claims to give more meaningful
results to management without the necessity
of preparing additional time-consuming reports.
This new costing philosophy, commonly
known as direct or marginal costing, differs
from the so-called orthodox costing methods
mainly in that it emphasizes income maxima
tion and not income determination only. In
the process of absorbing cost to value in
ventories and cost of goods sold, the direct
costing approach identifies with the product
only prime cost (direct labor and direct ma
terial) and those manufacturing costs which
are conveniently traceable to them, namely
their variable portion. All other items of man
ufacturing costs or their fixed portion are
considered to be overall costs of operation
in the period of occurrence and are immediate
ly expensed. In establishing their necessary
monthly gross margin or spread between direct
cost and selling price, management is required
to provide for indirect factory expenses (the
fixed portion of manufacturing cost) as one
of the costs of doing business, as well as
with administrative and selling expenses.
The orthodox costing methods disregard
the basic knowledge that certain manufactur
ing overhead costs remain constant regardless
of the quantity of products produced, while
others will fluctuate with the level of output,
just as the prime costs would. Allocation of
the total manufacturing overhead to the prod
ucts produced and sold is accomplished at
an estimated rate based on actual or pre
determined volume. Since those rates are
based on estimates in regard to manufacturing
costs as well as quantities of product which
would bear such cost, the absorption process
must result in over or underabsorption of
manufacturing burden whenever actual cost
or production volume differs from the esti
mates. This over or underabsorbed balance
must be analyzed as to components or reasons
by supplementary reports, if management is to
secure some explanation for this symptom of
cost-volume-profit relationship.
Nonconventional profit and loss statements
prepared under the direct costing approach
show the figures free from such influences
and enable comparisons of the results of sev
eral years or different production levels with
out the necessity of any additional analysis
or explanation.
The vigorous debates over the merits or
demerits of this new costing concept vs. the
orthodox methods have been going on since

1936 and literature is full of reappraisals of
this controversial unsettled issue in the light
of today’s knowledge of other recent develop
ments. The reason for the continuance of this
pro-and-con battle lies in the fact that two
groups are involved and that their opposite
viewpoints are actually at issue. The man
agerial segment is interested in tools suitable
for short run decisions as to optimum com
bination of price and output. The accounting
theorists and practitioners concentrate on long
run objectives of income determination within
the framework of generally accepted account
ing concepts and principles.
The managerial segment sees in cost ac
counting not an end in itself, but a means to
an end and emphasizes the uses to be made
of cost data. They determine how good a
specific costing method is, not by reference
to a stated body of principles or established
concepts, but in terms of how well the method
meets their needs. It is true that direct costing
by separating costs according to their behavior
in regard to volume provides management with
an additional tool for achieving better control
over expenses. The accounting information
provided by this method is more understand
able and more useful in arriving at day-to-day
decisions.
It is equally true, as advocated by the op
posing accounting professionals, that direct
costing emphasizes cost control at the cost of
the time-honored principle of profit determina
tion. Cost control, however, is only one of
the many goals to be accomplished through
efficient costing methods and it would not seem
justified to emphasize one task at the cost
of another. Direct costing, furthermore, vio
lates the generally accepted accounting prin
ciple of properly matching cost and revenue,
by valuing inventories at direct costs (prime
cost and variable portion of manufacturing
overhead) only, and by excluding completely
and expensing immediately the fixed portion
of manufacturing expenses.
Those are the reasons why the direct costing
approach has not yet become a generally
accepted method for external reporting and
income tax purpose, despite the fact that it
has been increasingly used in industry.
That direct costing as of today, has not been
able to provide management with the multiple
purpose tool equally suitable for cost control
as well as profit reporting as intended at the
outset, seems of secondary importance. The
real importance of this new costing philosophy
lies in the fact that by focusing attention for
the first time on the distinction between var
iable and fixed cost, it recognizes that costs
are influenced by both production and sales
volume. Thereby it qualifies as one of the tools
of a much broader new development namely,

of managerial accounting. The goal of this
new branch of accounting is to supply man
agement with sound bases for its decisions as
to what to produce, what volume to produce
and what prices must be placed on the output
to warrant survival in the competitive struggle,
organic growth and a satisfactory return for
the investors.
The advocators of the absorption cost meth
ods believe that the proper price for any
product must permit full recovery of all costs
and that enterprises must fail if they dis
regard this basic truth. This philosophy is
certainly true as a long range objective, but
management is more interested in short range
thinking, because it cannot operate success
fully in today’s competitive markets by using
solely long range static pricing policies. To
compete successfully, management is willing to
reduce its selling price in order to obtain
the business, because the sale would return
the variable costs as well as a share of the
fixed expenses, thereby making a contribution
to the pool of fixed expenses and reducing
them by a small amount, which is more de
sirable than no sale at all. Direct costing
supplies management with the tools for this
type of short range pricing procedures, often
termed marginal income approach because of
its differentiation between variable and fixed
expenses.
Another indirect accomplishment of the di
rect costing approach is that it has forced cost
accountants to reevaluate thoroughly their con
ventional methods in the light of changing
conditions of the economies of our days, which
resulted in the use of attachments as supple
mentary devices.
Whether these conventional methods as
sisted by these supplementary devices will still
be adequate in the future, whether direct
costing or a modification of it will become
so popular as to be generally accepted or
whether the accounting profession will be
forced to develop true multipurpose tools,
capable of income reporting as well as profit
volume-cost control is still an undecided issue.
After having evaluated the direct costing
approach as to its ability to serve management
and as to its qualification for external report
ing purpose, let’s evaluate in these respects
also one of the conventional, generally ac
cepted costing methods, since one of the
arguments advanced by critics of direct costing
is that the information highlighted by the
direct costing approach is also available under
the traditional absorption methods.
Are they justified in stating that there is
no necessity to change the present philosophy
of income reporting and all that is necessary
is the proper use of the tools which good
accounting and control already provide?

The various historical costing methods used
in the past were mainly retrospective cost
finding procedures, with severe shortcomings
in providing management with information
needed for effective cost control. Their most
vital shortcoming was the lack of a yardstick
to measure performance of men and depart
ments and their use of materials, labor and
expenses. Furthermore, the data provided was
available only at the end of the accounting
periods, thereby preventing management from
taking corrective action immediately before
a great damage had been done. In today’s
highly competitive economies, efficient pro
duction must be preplanned, and at each
stage in the operation of the plan, actual and
expected achievements must be compared,
taking any necessary remedial action to cor
rect “off the course” tendencies.
In the process of modifying their tools to
present-day requirements, the cost account
ing segment of the profession developed a new
absorption method called standard costing,
which makes use of carefully predetermined
costs for specific conditions at a stated volume
of output. These predetermined standard costs
are compared with the actual costs incurred
as the work proceeds and the differences be
tween the two, known as “variances” are
analyzed by supplementary reports as to
causes.
Usually the analysis takes place as part of
the ordinary accounting routine and insures
not only that regular checks are made upon
the actual expenditures incurred, but also their
way of presentation enables management to
concentrate only upon matters which are not
proceeding according to the predetermined
plan. This results in reduction of managerial
time necessary for the controlling task. If
prompt action is taken by management on
the lines indicated by the analysis reports,
effective cost control and reduction will be
secured. Since standards are constantly studied
and reevaluated with a view to improvements,
control over cost is further facilitated.
Standard costs further assist management’s
intelligent estimating of profitable selling
prices. In order to arrive at expected costs
and sales prices it is merely necessary to build
up the estimates by changing the established
standards to current conditions. Even the
marginal income approach for short range
income policies will be simplified by using
standard costs, especially when such are used
in connection with a flexible budget and when
the manufacturing expenses are broken down
into their variable and fixed elements.
The use of standard costs is possible in all
types of business enterprises where the prod
ucts or their components can be standardized.
Its efficient application becomes doubtful if

there is such a wide variety of products of a
nonstandard nature that the cost of setting
standards becomes prohibitive and out of
proportion to the value received from their
use.
To the limitation in applicability comes as
another shortcoming, that the accounting pro
fession has not yet been able to agree upon
a uniform method with respect to the dis
position of variances. One group believes that
standard costs represent the true costs and
any variance is not an increase or decrease
in manufacturing costs, but rather a deviation
from contemplated costs caused by vicissitudes
of business fortune. The advocates of this
viewpoint charge or credit to income or ex
pense all deviations from standard at the end
of the accounting period, thereby showing
ending inventories, as well as cost of goods
sold, at standards for external reporting
purpose.
Another group of accountants considers
actual cost as true cost and prorates all var
iances between cost of goods sold and in
ventories (work in process and finished goods)
thereby converting the figures for reporting
purpose back to actual. The portion of var
iances applicable to the inventories is thus
fully deferred, which results in a higher profit
figure for the current period. This second view
point seems justified only if the standards
were not changed for a considerable length
of time and needed a revision.
A third group, taking a middle ground,
holds that quantity variances caused by in
activity, waste or extravagance should be writ
ten off, but price and budget variances should
be deferred and charged to an inventory
reserve account to an extent which would
bring the inventories up to current values. Any
excessive price and budget variances are writ
ten off as excess costs. Under this most broadly
accepted method, the inventories are on the
books valued at standard, while for reporting
purpose, by the use of the inventory reserve,
they are stated at approximately current mar
ket values. Losses caused by excessive costs,
and inefficiencies are charged to the current
periods. Gains resulting from excess capacity
or extreme efficiency are accounted for in the
period they occur.
A further weakness of standard costing lies
in the fact that even if used in connection
with a flexible budget and expenses segre
gated into fixed and variable components, the
volume variances cannot be avoided completely
as long as actual and estimated production
differs.
The discussions so far have shown that
standard cost certainly constitutes a vital step
forward in securing real managerial value from
cost accounting procedures. Its forward look

ing approach to all functions insures the most
effective use of material, machines and serv
ices. Management is able to see what should
happen and hence can make confident fore
casts with regard to future costs and profits.
Prices can be based on well informed esti
mates. Inefficiencies are promptly revealed,
thus maintaining profit expectations set by
budgets. However, this system is not capable
of eliminating the symptoms of the cost-vol
ume-profit relationship completely and requires
supplementary explanatory analyses to qualify
as a cost control device instead of a mere cost
finding procedure.
After having analyzed some progress in
broadened accounting thinking in the spe
cialized field of cost accounting, let’s examine
the present stand in modification of basic
general accounting principles and postulates.
Are they capable to function effectively in this
complex and expanding world of our days?
The literature of the past years was filled with
appeals for recognition of the critical fact
that basic accounting philosophies suffer from
obsolescence and that there exists an urgent
need for close reexamination of many of our
accounting concepts, basic postulates and
procedures in terms of economic, social and
institutional conditions that prevail today.
In accomplishing the task of meeting new
situations, our discipline relied upon tradition,
quite in contrast to physical sciences and other
areas of knowledge where reliance is placed
upon past ideas only if they can be proved
anew. In other words, the researcher in phys
ical science does not accept anything from
the past as authoritative unless he is capable
of proving it in the present. Past acceptability
and usage, in other words, tradition, has no
weight in those fields of knowledge. Each new
problem is approached through objective re
search, independent or empirical studies.
In accounting, reliance grew only from the
fact that an idea had been widely used. After
ideas or practices became generally accepted,
they were used again and again without reevaluation as to their merits and justifications
under current conditions. This continued utili
zation of ideas and practices with little or
no conscious reference to their present merit
and validity of their basic premises, but
with past usage as the only justification for
continuation, was a severe handicap in the
process of broadening and modifying account
ing thinking, since it hindered the develop
ment of new ideas which lacked the advantage
of being tried and true.
Not all knowledge and techniques from the
past deserve discrediting simply by attaching
the detrimental connotation of “tradition” to
them. However, the fact that they are not
always the answer to present situations needs

broader recognition. Not their age, but their
failure to meet the test of present soundness
and usefulness, is the reason for their necessary
replacement by newer approaches in closer
accord with existing circumstances.
In the process of advancing knowledge and
obtaining solutions to practical everyday prob
lems, the shocking discovery was made that
our discipline lacks a basic theoretical frame
of reference or a set of objective basic premises
on which all accounting theories can be based,
and against which they can be tested for
validity. In other words, the superstructure
of accounting theory rests on a rather shaky
foundation, a foundation which is not qualify
ing our discipline as a science, which accord
ing to Plato should be based on a system
where all the asserted propositions which are
not self evident, should be based on those
which are.
This lack of a coordinated system of postu
lates principles and rules was caused by the
fact that in the past research was done mainly
with the goal of obtaining solutions to prac
tical everyday problems. Very little funda
mental or constructive research was done;
research which was not hampered by con
siderations of immediate practical use, but
which applied the attitude of natural sciences
to the subject matter.
To overcome this severe weakness in our
discipline, the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants founded an Accounting
Principles Board which was given the task
to establish, through constructive research,
basic premises or postulates upon which all
accounting theories or principles are to be
based.
This vital undertaking of the profession is
one of the most revolutionary steps in account
ing history and places the discipline on the
threshold of a true science. On the success
or failure of this undertaking will depend
whether or not our discipline shall have for
the first time something other than general
acceptance as a standard to measure merit or
demerit of accounting principles or practices.
If the experts in our field are successful in
developing irreducible postulates, broad and
objective enough to serve as solid structure
for the formulation of principles and the
development of a well coordinated set of rules
for application in specific situations, the his
torical, pragmatic approach could be replaced
and the advancement of our discipline to a
scientific status seems assured.
The first research results are now published.
However, as it was to be expected, much
additional thinking and creative work will be
necessary before they will be crystalized into
a body acceptable as solid structure of a dis
cipline attempting scientific status.

On The Twenty-Fifth Anniversary
Ida Broo Looks At ASWA.
What are my thoughts looking back over the
25 years of membership in the American So
ciety of Women Accountants and at the same
time looking to the future? Has the organiza
tion made satisfactory progress in realizing
its initial purposes, which were: To improve
the efficiency of its members in their profes
sion; to further the opportunities in the pro
fession for women; and to establish a good
fellowship among members of the accounting
profession?
As you are aware, the American Society of
Women Accountants was organized by the
American Woman’s Society of Certified Public
Accountants because it was felt that lack of
opportunity rather than lack of ability pre
vented women from being substantially repre
sented in the accounting profession. In 1937
there were but 130 women certified public ac
countants in the United States. With the popu
lation at that time standing at 130 million, this
represented one in a million. Since then the
number of women who acquired certificates
has increased ten fold.

The American Society of Women Account
ants is broader in scope than its parent or
ganization because it admits to membership
women not certified but employed in account
ing, teachers of accounting and advanced
students of the profession. The Indianapolis
Chapter was chartered in 1938 with three
members. Today there are 75 chapters with
over 3500 members.
Through chapter programs, regional and
national meetings, members have opportunities
for exchanging ideas, for keeping current on
professional developments as well as enjoying
fellowship with other career women. Two re
gional meetings in the immediate future are
scheduled for Indianapolis, May 16-19, and
Sacramento, June 14-16. I would like to extend
my personal invitation to celebrate our 25th
anniversary at Indianapolis. Please try to be
there.
Sincerely,
Ida S. Broo, Founding President

Their main shortcoming seems to be that
they are still too narrow and conservative. To
serve as a sound foundation, the body of
prospective postulates must be broad and gen
eral, international in character, although de
veloped principles and practices may be
subject to modifications in view of specific
situations existing in different parts of the
world. The search for postulates must also
extend into the boundaries of the field and
must take into consideration that accounting
is not only affected by social and economic
conditions, but also affects actions in various
fields through its results because of its co
extension with all human action in its eco
nomical aspects.
Because of the necessity of a uniform in
ternational approach there seems to exist
an urgent need for a more permanent form
of international association of the accounting
professionals of the world, such as this pe
riodic international congress provides. What
is needed is a permanent international forum
of some sort, where professionals and theorists
of our discipline could exchange new ideas,
criticize and modify old ones and where they
can participate in the present evolutionary
undertaking of crystalizing a sound framework

of international postulates and principles.
A vital demand also seems to exist for an
international publication, where articles of
broad interest are translated and published in
the major languages to enable world wide
interchange of ideas, experiences and inspira
tion by accounting professionals without the
necessity of time-consuming search and in
terpretations by each.
Such a combined effort could accelerate
tremendously the present constructive research
task and could assure international uniformity
and future progress.
The time has come where accounting, the
most dependable quantitative device for
measuring and appraising performance and
progress of individual business units as well
as whole economies, is faced with its greatest
challenge ever encountered. A challenge where
it has not only to prove that it is capable
of providing accommodations for financial re
porting and controlling which are in harmony
with the requirements of the rapid developing
and changing economies of our days, but
where it has also to prove that it has reached
the maturity of a true science. Let’s make
this transformation process an international
effort and success.

Trends of Education for Accounting
at the College Level
Marilynn G. Winborne, Ph.D., C.P.A.
Assistant Professor of Accounting
Arlington State College
Arlington, Texas
It could be said that education also has de
veloped from the era of self-motivation, in
which a child learned from his elders the
skills necessary to acquire food and shelter.
These skills were considered to be sufficient.
Education evolved along with the growth of
culture, and as food gathering techniques
advanced to the point of allowing a division
of labor, there appeared artisan-specialists.
Gradually a cult of thinkers could be sup
ported by the community. Education became
specialized—the youth could apprentice him
self to a trade master or to a nonmaterial
producer, a thinker. General education was
left in the hands of the village elders and
consisted of history and religion.
In the days of the city states in Greece,
the youth of Athens was taught gymnastics
and the arts. In the Roman Empire the mas
tery of rhetoric was considered essential for
future politicians, and all were fledgling poli
ticians. During the Renaissance a scholar was
one who could read the works of the Greek
and Roman masters in the original language.
And so it was for many years—a scholar was
one who knew, intimately, the old masters of
literature. Then some bright young men, such
as Galileo, Descartes and Newton, improved
upon and perfected the “scientific method”
of investigation. They opened new doors of
academic inquiry; doors leading to the physical
and social sciences where the learning of the
past became a stepping stone to new dis
coveries. But formal education itself was
mostly unchanged. It was a gentleman’s game,
aimed at increasing the powers of thought—
not of earning a living.
Those who found labor a necessity still ap
prenticed themselves to masters and learned
their trade through practice. Gradually formal
eduation took over some of the skills—art,
music, law, medicine, and so on—and the
youth could learn of these things in schools.
The basic education remained unchanged—
Greek, Latin, philosophy, history, literature.
In this country, broad education fell into
general disfavor and the philosophy of educa
tion became one of teaching specific applica
tions. The classic courses were all right, but
“they won’t earn you a nickel.”
Out of this, the schools of business were
born. Business schools’ speciality was the

teaching of applications of skills to commercial
transactions, the “how’s,” not the “why’s.” The
charge was made that schools of business
sullied the name of education. “Laugh and
play with a B.B.A.” became a national saying.
Business educators hid behind their ivycovered walls and continued their private
empire building. In fact, they felt quite safe
and securely barricaded from the occasional
onslaughts of the liberal arts groups.
Their defenses were shattered by two re
ports made by philanthropic foundations.
Business educators fought for the distinction
to be among the first counted in the group
favoring a liberal business education. Sud
denly one began to hear and read that the
base of business education must be broadened,
liberalized, if the purposes of education were
to be served.
A word of caution, however, The injunction
to “go West, young man” has little meaning
unless the student of history knows Horace
Greeley was speaking to the people in the
eastern section of the United States at the
time of the opening of the American West.
Carried to the extreme an overly zealous
traveler could end his journey at the point
where he started. So it is with the current
cry to liberalize—we must first know where
we are in accounting education.
Very generally, the business curriculum of
a few years ago required a minimum of study
in nonbusiness areas. English, business mathe
matics, a science and outside electives were
the usual solitary, outside requirements. The
courses within the business area included in
troductions to economics, management, law,
typing, letter writing, finance, statistics, mar
keting and accounting. The economics and
finance courses were lumped together and
were frequently indistinguishable. From this
base the accounting student went on into a
heavy concentration of detailed courses. The
student was then supposedly ready to earn his
keep as a junior accountant.
The students of this program were far more
likely to identify Plato as Pluto, the comic
strip dog. They thought Freudian meant dis
honest. They did know accounting techniques
and procedures even without having the
faintest idea who Paciola was, unless an Italian

movie star. Or so it was claimed by the critics
of business education.
“Liberalize.” The cry came from all corners,
including the popular magazines. “Intensify the
study in the liberal arts—educate the students
so they can think for themselves. The tech
niques can be acquired later, on the job.” An
immediate comparison can be made to the
apprentice-master arrangement of the past, but
let’s not discard the current trend with that
alone. First let’s examine the way in which
liberalization has been interpreted and imple
mented in the business curriculum.
A number of schools require over half of
the total work to be outside business. This
work is to include English, algebra and/or
modern mathematics, speech, philosophy, sci
ence, history, government and a social science.
The economics requirements are increased to
three or four courses, including an economic
history and a comparison of economic systems.
In the business area, introductory courses
in statistics, law, marketing, management, fi
nance and accounting are required. This leaves
little time for specialization.
Accounting has been the least criticised for
empire building, for offering repetitive courses.
Accounting has been influenced by the devel
opments in the other business fields and the
business area is, or should be, an integrated
group. Thus accounting has had to choose
certain courses to be sacrificed in favor of
the liberal arts requirements. The question
was which courses are not essential for the
purposes of undergraduate education.
That, in turn, raises the problem of defining
the purposes of an undergraduate curriculum.
John Queenan, President of the AICPA said,
at the 1962 American Accounting Association,
that if the schools would turn out accounting
thinkers, the techniques could be learned in
practice. This is, I believe, the purpose of an
undergraduate program in accounting—to give
the student the background in theory neces
sary to provide a fertile breeding ground for
original accounting thought.
The current trends in accounting seem to
be in this direction. The accounting course
groups are under examination to determine
the relative emphasis to be placed upon theory
and technical procedures. There seems to be
a growing movement to give an overall ap
proach to each section of accounting study.
The movement is slow and painful to many,
but it is present. Evidence of the trend is
found in the growing use of case studies and
management games in accounting courses as
well as the more frequent inclusion of business
applications of accounting in texts.
The implementation of this philosophy has
led some and is leading others to the specific
introduction of theory in the elementary course.

The conflicting theories are presented and a
critical analysis undertaken. The differences
in the financial statements produced by var
ious theories are explained. From this founda
tion, the student is taken quickly through the
recording techniques. Throughout, the student
is presented with decision-type problems which
utilize his recently acquired accounting skills.
Intermediate accounting stresses techniques
and procedures more than elementary but de
cision problems are used and are of a more
complex nature. At this level the student has
become familiar with the decision making
process. Cost accounting is conducted in the
same manner: the uses and applications of
cost accounting techniques are introduced first
and the details follow.
The senior accounting student has been in
troduced to the basic theories of accounting,
practical applications of accounting supplied
data and the fundamental process of decision
making. The knowledge of the foundations of
accounting and the ultimate uses of his work
permits the student to grasp the techniques
and procedures (the intermediate steps) in
a much shorter period of time.
There doesn’t seem to have been much
done to tax and auditing. They are presented
as exercises in memory. The changes in the
core courses will require, in time, a re-exam
ination of the traditional cookbook approach.
In auditing, the student will know the results
of the various theories, the student will be
familiar with the requirements of decision
making. A course in the philosophy and ethics
of auditing will meet the liberalized require
ments for a baccalaureate degree in account
ing. To be consistent, the introduction to
Federal Income Tax should present the over
all rules and the major impact areas. The stu
dent would know the general tax approach
and the necessary references for answers to
specific problems.
The new area in accounting is that of the
high speed computers. A number of schools are
offering computer courses but there is little
homogeneity in subject matter. Some teach
programming of a specific computer, others
teach general programming techniques. Some
believe the undergraduate accounting student
should not learn programming per se but
should be shown how a computer fits into
the over-all accounting system. With this in
mind, the courses are developed along the lines
of source and application of data, an account
ing systems course pivoting around a com
puter instillation. These courses can be and
are implemented with decision problems.
A computer course must also hold in mind
the auditing function of accounting. To audit,
the student must be given a means by which
(Continued on page 12)

THE TAX FORUM
ROSEMARY HOBAN, C.P.A.

While the “tax season” should be over by
the time this column reaches you, many of us
are now in the throes of preparing tax returns
for the calendar year 1962. And a few new
features have been introduced in the prepara
tion of these returns which will concern many
taxpayers; depreciation according to “guide
lines” and the 7% investment credit are two
important ones.
While the taxpayer has an option to change
his depreciation to conform to “guidelines,”
he has no real option to elect or not
elect the 7% “investment credit.” Thus it is
important that it be considered by all tax
payers who have made any investment in
qualified property after December 31, 1961.
It affects individual and fiduciary taxpayers as
well as corporate taxpayers.
What is the “investment credit”? Basically
it is the allowance against tax for years end
ing after December 31, 1961, in an amount
equal to 7% of the qualified investment in
property after that date. It is allowed only for
the year in which the property is placed in
service by the taxpayer. The credit may off
set tax liability in full up to $25,000 and against
25% of the liability above that figure. In the
event that the amount of the investment credit
exceeds the amount allowable against tax for
the year in which the investment is made, such
excess may be carried back to the three tax
able years preceding the “unused credit year”
and carried over to the following five years.
However, such unused credit may be carried
back only to taxable years ending after 1961.
What property qualifies? Property which
qualifies for the credit includes tangible per
sonal property and certain other tangible prop
erty but not buildings and structural compon
ents of buildings. It may include new or used
property and is referred to in the Internal
Revenue Code as “Section 38 property.” “Sec
tion 38 property” is defined as tangible de
preciable or amortizable personal property
having a useful life of four years or more from
the time it is placed in service by the taxpayer.
It includes other tangible property, not includ
ing a building and its structural components,
if such property (1) is used as an integral part
of manufacturing, production, or extraction, or
furnishing transportation, communications, elec
trical energy, gas, water, or sewage disposal
services, or (2) is a research or storage facil
ity used in connection with any of the activities
described in (1).
The Senate Finance Committee Report
gives some examples of “other tangible prop
erty” and also states that local law definitions

will not determine what is “tangible personal
property.” Fixtures such as printing presses,
refrigerators, grocery counters and display
racks and shelves can qualify but intangible
property such as patents and copyrights can
not. Livestock does not qualify. The amount
of used property which may qualify is limited
to $50,000 of cost in any one year. Leased
property may qualify under certain conditions
but these will not be discussed in this article.
It is mentioned above that the credit is
equal to 7 % of the “qualified investment” in
property. What is the “qualified investment”?
The “qualified investment” is an amount
limited to a percentage of the basis of new
property and a percentage of the cost of used
property. These percentages are:
33⅓% if the useful life is 4 years or more
but less than 6 years;
66%% if the useful life is 6 years or more
but less than 8 years;
100% if the useful life is 8 years or more.
To illustrate: the qualified investment in a
new item costing $100,000 having a useful life
of 7 years would be $66,666.67 and the credit
would be $4,666.67.
For public utility property other rules apply
and there are also special rules for certain
banks, loan associations, regulated investment
companies, etc., which I will not attempt to
cover.
Why is it important to claim the investment
credit? It is mentioned above that the taxpayer
has no real option to claim or not to claim the
investment credit. The reason that the invest
ment credit should be claimed is that the basis
of Section 38 property must be reduced by 7%
of the qualified investment in the property be
fore computing depreciation, even though the
amount of the credit is limited.
A simple example of the application of the
investment credit follows. Assume a taxpayer
purchased $100,000 of new equipment during
the year 1963 which has a useful life of 10
years. In computing his depreciation on this
equipment he reduces the basis by $7,000
(the 20% first year depreciation can also ap
ply). If the tax liability were $20,000 before
the investment credit, the tax now would be
reduced to $13,000. On the other hand, assume
the tax liability were only $5,000 before the
investment credit. The taxpayer still would
be required to reduce the basis for deprecia
tion of the equipment by $7,000 even though
he would reduce his tax for the current year
by only $5,000. However, the $2,000 excess
credit could be carried back to the year 1962

and a refund claimed for that year, assuming
he had not received the full investment credit
for that year.
In the event Section 38 property is disposed
of before the end of its estimated useful life,
certain recapture provisions apply. Not only
could the tax for the year of disposition be in
creased, but any carryback or carryover of
unused credits might need adjustment. Further
comments on this point will be made in the fu
ture.
Only the very general provisions of the in
vestment credit have been covered here but
you can see that it may affect many taxpayers.
It may also require the filing of claims for re
fund, particularly for years ending after De
cember 31, 1961, where purchases were made
after that date but where the income tax re
turn had been prepared before the change in
the law. There are many situations, including
that of leased property, which have not been
discussed which may be covered in a future
article. The point is that the credit must be
considered and that in the event it may have
been overlooked, returns should be reviewed
for possible adjustments.

(continued from page 10)
he can communicate with programmers; a
means by which he can examine the precision
of the computer program. To function effec
tively in management services, the student
must be aware of the needs of management.
The computer course will draw upon the past
studies in decision making and introduce the
theories of computers and flow charting.
This liberal approach to accounting educa
tion will produce students at the baccalaurate
level who have a broad view of the accounting
function. The student will be aware of the
needs of management as to information and
control. The student will know the founda
tions upon which current accounting rests
and will be aware of the need to develop a
cohesive body of theory. The accounting stu
dent will have been exposed to his place within
the business community.
It cannot be said that the purpose of this
program is to produce CPAs only. On the
contrary, the CPA candidate will have another
year, at least, in front of him, a year of courses
directed toward the CPA examination require
ments; a year of specifics, of details. The
specific procedures might be learned on the
job instead of in school. The student will need

the pragmatic approach to accounting from
some source.
Why not use the apprentice-master ap
proach? What better place to learn practice
than from a practitioner?
Accounting is composed of two arms, theory
and practice. They must work together if
progress is to be made. The schools can teach
the theory and furnish the student with an
overall view of accounting’s place in business.
Practice can furnish the fine-line details of
procedures and practices.
Education must be careful not to go “too
far west” and liberalize accounting out of the
curriculum. The point of balance can be found
only when practitioners and educators work
together to produce a sound accounting cur
riculum.
Some assert that the key to the ideal cur
riculum is a program in which certain time
is allowed for each student to work in business
or for a CPA firm. One form of the plan is for
the work to be on a rotating basis with two
students alternating between school and job.
Another form is for longer, unbroken work
periods. The adherents of each plan do not
take into consideration the four-year time
limitation. A five year program would allow
for the internships but the additional course
offerings would be severely limited.
Still others argue that the answer will be
found by creating professional schools of
accountancy, such as those for law and medi
cine. The student would undergo three years
of liberal education and enter the professional
school for two or three years of additional
study.
These suggestions have one thing in com
mon—they require at least one additional year
of formal education. These programs strive
to produce students who know the basic con
cepts of accounting and who are well aware
of the practical aspects of applied accounting.
If the jobs available to these students are
commensurate with the additional time, the
additional years will become popular with the
students.
The four year program, as it is being re
written, and the five year programs will pro
duce graduates who can think through a
problem and who will think, and that is the
trend of accounting education at the college
level. Are the practitioners ready for these stu
dents?
A paper presented at the joint annual meeting
of AWSCPA-ASWA in New York, September,
1962.

Tips forBusy

Readers

S. Madonna Kabbes, C.P.A.

FEDERAL INCOME TAXES: RESEARCH
AND PLANNING, by Fred W. Norwood
and Sam W. Chisholm. Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 1962. 300 pp.
The authors direct attention to the research
and planning aspects of tax practice by em
phasizing the creative processes of “closed fact”
(tax return) and “controllable fact” (tax plan
ning situations.
The objectives of the book are summarized
in the preliminary discussion.
1. The cultivation of an awareness of the
necessity for and importance of tax re
search and tax planning.
2. A familiarization with the use of the
many primary and secondary materials
available in the tax field.
3. A direction of the student into system
atic and meticulous searching methods.
4. Practice in drawing together the various
sections of the Internal Revenue Code,
or other law, and reasoning from the
often broadly stated language to sound
conclusions for the particular problem.
5. The improvement of the student in read
ing with more comprehension and in
writing and speaking with more precise
ness and correctness.
The content of the book appears to meet
these objectives in its provision of informative
background on reference materials, illustrative
research methodology for the tax return case,
and procedures to develop tax planning. The
case studies, both of closed fact (tax return)
and controllable fact (planning), which are
actual cases drawn from practice with names
and locations disguised, provide the reader
opportunity to utilize the information in formu
lating solutions and drafting reports.
The chapter on tax reference materials clas
sifies major tax references by purpose, author
ity, and availability. The necessity for using
primary tax law for the ultimate and conclu
sive answer to tax problems is emphasized. For
the neophyte to tax, the manner in which
statutory law comes into existence is traced and
the organization and composition of the Inter
nal Revenue Code are explained. The adminis
trative law of the Regulations, Treasury De
cisions, and Revenue Rulings are enumerated,
together with the pertinent advice that the
researcher keep them current. The authors rank
the courts of the interpretative judiciary ac
cording to authority and jurisdiction. The sub
ordinate authority of secondary tax materials,
editorial opinion and published tax services, are
described for the aid these coordinating devices

give tax research. A page from the Citator is
presented just before the case studies.
The presentation of a rather ideal research
method does not consider the limits of time,
skill, or cost a practitioner may well encounter
and therefore the research methodology illus
trated is thorough and meticulous.
The discussion on tax planning points up the
need to search and weigh alternatives which
will yield a plan intelligible to the client,
adaptable to changing conditions, and which
integrates tax plans with other factors in
making decisions. The conclusion is first drawn
up and then controllable facts are formulated
and changed to conform to the planned con
clusion. This discussion contains the sound ad
vice that the planner maintain proportion and
realism in tax planning, lest tax considerations
ignore the total situation of which tax is but
one part.
This book should be of value to tax students
and to practitioners in pointing out the sources
and steps by which successful tax research is
done. The material should be adequate to pro
vide a course in organized instruction for the
tax student or a self-study supplement for the
practitioner new to tax research.
Reviewed by—
(Mrs.) Dorothy Brandon, CPA
East Carolina College
Greenville, N. Carolina
COMMUNICATION, by Adolph G. Lurie.
The New York Certified Public Accountant,
January, 1963. Vol. XXXIII, No. 1-p. 40.
Effective communication is “the nerve cen
ter of the accounting profession.” Such com
munication may be thought of as moving in
four directions:
1.
Downward from partners to the staff
2. Upwards from the staff to the supervisor
and thence to the partners
3.
Lateral between staff members
4. Outward to clients, other members of the
profession, educational institutions, etc.
Many communication problems arise in a
firm with offices in various locations. What is
the best method of conveying to other offices
information of local interest, and yet having
possible application in many localities? How
can benefits resulting from unusual assign
ments, particularly in the management services
field, be transmitted so that all may benefit
from the experience? What is the best way to
keep clients informed as to the firm’s progress
and activities in professional matters?

The author recognizes three types of com
munication-written, oral and extra sensory
perception. While many have relied on the
third form, hoping the idea will get across, the
author advises the use of oral or written forms
if the communication is to be truly effective.
In order to have partners informed of all the
important happenings in an office, he suggests
a copy of all outgoing mail be placed in a
chronological reading file, to be circulated
among the partners.
The most important external communications
are those with clients. In order to avoid giving
out conflicting information, a definite policy
should be established so that all communica
tion with a particular client is cleared through
one (usually the partner assigned) or possibly
two persons in the office. Other external com
munication will concern prospective clients. In
such contacts care must be taken to observe
professional ethics.
To keep clients informed about the profes
sional activities of the members of the firm,
it has been found helpful to send bulletins to
clients reporting such activities, with possibly
a reprint of the news item or published article.
Similar bulletins may be used effectively to in
form clients of new developments in the area
of taxation, management services, and SEC
rulings. Clients appreciate the interest shown
in keeping them informed concerning matters
which affect their business operations; such
procedures serve to strengthen public relations.
From the Woman CPA June, 1943
WOMEN IN BUSINESS

Not many persons know that there were
women employed in federal service before the
adoption of the Constitution of the United
States. It is thought that the first two women
employees in the federal government were
Mrs. Elizabeth Cresswell, postmaster of
Charlestown, Md., under the Continental con
gress in 1786-7, and Miss Mary K. Goddard,
postmaster at Baltimore, who had been hold
ing that office for 14 years before the Con
stitution was signed.
Lower grade clerical positions in the fed
eral service were open to women about 1850,
but it was not until the classification act of
1923 that equal pay for equal work in gov
ernment jobs was established by law.
In 1854 the patent office had three women
clerks which were the forerunners of the pres
ent stenographic government jobs for women.

WOMEN IN THE FEDERAL SERVICE
MAKE SIGNIFICANT GAINS
IN THE PROFESSIONS
Professional women in the Federal service
scored significant gains during the last two
decades, reports a new study of the U. S. De
partment of Labor’s Women’s Bureau. The
report covering the twenty years between
1939-59 shows that women comprised 18 per
cent of all Government professional personnel
in 1959, as contrasted to 8 percent twenty
years earlier. They numbered 34,758 in 1959,
or about 5½ times more than in the late 1930’s.
The professional women, to be certain, are
far outnumbered by the women in clerical
jobs. The modern counterparts of Clara Bar
ton, first woman ever to be appointed to a full
clerkship, account for about 78 of every 100
women in white-collar occupations listed by
the U. S. Civil Service Commission. But the
professional women, whose occupations range
from accountant to zoologist, are making grad
ual inroads and attracting nationwide attention
because of their outstanding achievements.
The professional women—all Federal women,
in fact—are due for an even better break in
the period to come. In line with a Presidential
memorandum of last July, Federal appointing
officials—except in cases which can be justi
fied—are no longer permitted to label jobs for
“men only” or “women only.” The President’s
Commission on the Status of Women, due to
report next October, is looking into the whole
area of employment policies and practices of
the Federal Government. It is expected to
recommend constructive action where the need
is indicated. Assistant Secretary of Labor
Esther Peterson predicts that these two recent
developments undoubtedly will speed the ad
vances of women in the Federal service and
enable them further to contribute to the goals
of social and economic progress.
Increases among all women workers in the
Federal service are related largely to “Gov
ernment’s need for more employees to carry
cut the increased responsibilities of an expand
ing economy, as well as defense requirements.”
More than half of the 576,000 women workers
are employed by the military establishments,
and another fourth are distributed among three
agencies: the Veterans Administration, the
Post Office Department, and the Health, Edu
cation, and Welfare Department.
The report, “Women in the Federal Service,
1939-1959,” is available from the Superin
tendent of Documents, U. S. Government
Printing Office, at 15 cents per copy.
Labor DC (WB 63-245)

Comments and Idea Exchange
Marion E. Davis

SEX?
Does a woman’s sex seriously block her ad
vancement in business? Clark Caskey, director
for the Bureau of Industrial Relations, Univer
sity of Michigan, asked that question of 23
female executives who participated in a recent
leadership seminar at the university. Result:
About half of the women said they feel that
being a female is an obstacle to getting ahead
in management. The others, Mr. Caskey says,
either don’t rate it as a big impediment or keep
too busy to let the problem bother them. The
Michigan seminar drew top-ranking women
executives from all over the United States.
A recent front page story in the Wall Street
Journal carried this banner: “More Women
Conquer Business Bias, Fill Management Jobs”
and stated:
The Census Bureau classified 1,021,000 em
ployed women in the “managers, officials and
proprietors” group as of 1960—more than
double the 450,000 women in this category
two decades earlier. Despite these gains by
women, management remains predominantly
a man’s world. Several women executives were
interviewed by the Wall Street Journal and I
think some of their comments are worthy of
mention.
Mildred Custin, president of Bonwit Teller
& Co. had this to say: “A woman never makes
it to the top unless she dedicates her life to her
career.” In her opinion, the main obstacles to
women’s advancement are the psychological
barriers they raise themselves. “Some women
have not completely lost their self-conscious
ness about being a woman in business,” she
comments.
“The Trick,” explains Jacqueline Harvey
who operates a small Manhattan public rela
tions agency, “is to learn to knock yourself out
on a job with a certain amount of graceful
ness.”
The article goes on to state that the New
York Stock Exchange says 59 women are gen
eral partners of member firms, and cites many
women executives in the financial world.
The career of Ethleen Lasseter, member of
the Atlanta Chapter of ASWA and past-presi
dent of AWSCPA, was recognized in the
Article. Ethleen started in the banking field in
1917 and climbed to the post of Trust Officer
in charge of the pension and profit-sharing trust
division of Atlanta’s First National Bank.

PAPERWORK
An increasing number of companies have
been intensifying efforts to cut down on paper
work, The Wall Street Journal reports. “These
firms are trying to eliminate completely some
reports, invoices, memos and the like, and to
substitute more efficient forms for others.
“Paper work has been proliferating in recent
years, keeping pace with the rapid expansion
of many companies. The pile is expected to
grow even faster as the result of new Federal
income tax regulations requiring businessmen
to keep detailed records of travel and enter
tainment expenses.
“The potential savings from eliminating pa
per work can be significant. Some management
consultants estimate that for every penny spent
for a sheet of paper another 20 cents is con
sumed in typing, tearing, filing and other
handling of the paper.”

POINTS TO PONDER FROM PREVIOUS
ISSUES
The new Revenue Procedure introduces a
revolutionary concept of depreciation deduc
tions. It explains a new audit technique which
will be used by tax agents to gauge the reason
ableness of a taxpayer’s depreciation deduc
tions.
—December 1962

Realistic financial forecasting and budgeting
go together, because key forecasts form the
bases for operating plans which in turn should
result in sound profit planning.
—June 1962

The Carnegie report declares that an even
more desirable approach to the teaching of ac
counting than the mere alteration of present
courses is the new, fresh approach of man
agerial accounting.
-April 1962
Accounting can rise no higher in the scale
of certainty than the events which it reflects.
George O. May

Restlessness and discontent are the first ne
cessities of progress.
Thomas Edison
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